PERSONAL STAIRCLIMBERS
STANDARD | UNIVERSAL | TRACK
PS STANDARD
THE INDOOR SPECIALIST. Equipped with a comfortable seat and anti-slip
rubber-surfaced folding armrests, the Standard Personal Stairclimber is the ideal
stairclimber for in and around the house. The compact design of the Standard makes
it especially suitable for use on narrow or winding staircases.
PS OUTDOOR
YOUR OUTDOOR COMPANION. Thanks to its sturdy design with extra-large
non-marking wheels, a braking system on the inside of the wheel rims and a
wider track width, the PS Outdoor is ideal for when you are out and about. And
you can easily take your PS Outdoor with you to visit friends and relatives.
PS UNIVERSAL
THE VERSATILE PROFESSIONAL. For self-propelled wheelchairs
and transport chairs: simply roll onto the platform and secure
in place with the retention clamp (clamp range 330 to 500 mm).
Apply the wheelchair brakes, and you are ready to go! Folds
away compactly for quick and easy stowage. Also ideal
for professional personnel transport.

PS ADAPT
TO FIT TO YOUR WHEELCHAIR. To use the PS Adapt with your own wheelchair, the
necessary adapter is fitted by an authorised workshop. PS Plus The all-in-one
solution consists of PS Adapt and a wheelchair for people weighing up to 125 kg.
PS FOLD
IDEAL FOR MEDICAL TRANSPORT APPLICATIONS Fitted with 200 mm
diameter wheels and a track width of 297 mm, the PS Fold is
the ideal stairclimber for very steep and narrow winding
stairs. By simply folding up the stairclimber the Ps Fold can
be stowed in any vehicle. The seat is removable and washable
for easy cleaning.
PS TRACK
The PS Track is a mobile unit that has been especially developed for
operating on straight steps. Wheelchair users can now move around more
freely and helpers no longer need to strain their backs on the stairs. It‘s so
easy - simply release two levers to dismantle the PS Track into two
easily portable parts. The PS Track ensures extremely safe handling
on the stairs.
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PERSONAL STAIRCLIMBERS
ACCESSORIES

Battery Unit
Standard Accessory 004.150

Battery charger
Standard Accessory 045.141

In-transit charger BC 10-30
Accessory 945.120

Range of seat belt systems
Accessory 5-point belt 945.144

Range of seat belt systems
Accessory waist belt 945.118, 945.158

Adjustable headrest
Accessory 947.013, 947.030

Backrest clamp
Accessory 945.131, 945.114, 945.103

Wheelchair
Accessory 945.642

Track Backrest cushion
Accessory 975.104

Track Charger cable
Standard Accessory 075.664

Track Headrest
Accessory 075.104

Track Ramp
Accessory 975.103
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